
PER-K™: Essentials for Success™ is a workshop designed to be taught independent of PSYCH-K™.
 
Many PSYCH-K™ Facilitators have asked to understand and experience PER-K™.
 
We honor that at a minimum you have previously attended the PSYCH-K™ Basic workshop and are
familiar with Muscle Testing, New Direction Balance, Resolution Balance and VAK to the Future.
 
This specialized PER-K™ workshop will provide you with a greater understanding and experience of how
to incorporate PER-K™ within your role as a coach, consultant, trainer, business person or as an
entrepreneur.

 Elaine shared:

 

PER-K™ for PSYCH-K™ Facilitators gave me a new expanded context in which to apply my PSYCH-K™

knowledge. I have successfully supported small business clients to grow their client base, identify and expand

their business vision and increase their personal and professional fulfillment and prosperity through applying the

PER-K™ principles during these focused sessions. My clients have been thrilled with the results! Happier

employees, Happier leaders, and more satisfied customers!

Build on your previous PSYCH-K™ experience 
Explore where PER-K™ fits into your business offering
Learn the business version of VAK to the Future 
Balance your perception related to business terms
Identify and Balance what you need for your chosen business project 
Practice creating personalized beliefs to enhance your success 
Integrate the Principles of Nature for your business project 
Integration of learning through abundant practice and discussions 
Click here to know more: 

July 4th to 6th, 2020 in Melbourne
This is NOT about how to run a business. 
This three-day interactive learning session focuses on:

PER-K™ for PSYCH-K™ Facilitators

PER-K™ ESSENTIALS FOR SUCCESS™

Intention of Workshop: Create a transformational leap in your own business while learning
how to use PER-K™ with your business clients in one-to-one sessions.

WORKSHOP FOR PSYCH-K™ FACILITATORS ONLY

Why this Workshop:

Pre-Requisite to attend:
Previously attended PSYCH-K™ Basic (and may
have attended other PSYCH-K™ workshops)
 

REGISTER 
 HERE

FEE: US$1250

*discounts for early registration
Robin L. Graham

Robin@InnerActiveMindset.com

PRESENTED BY: 
For additional information:

 
 Rosi Pletzer 

0422084009 
rosi@mindsalign.com.au

https://inneractivemindset.com/applications/perk4psychk.html
https://ph195.infusionsoft.com/app/manageCart/addProduct?productId=367

